
Modern Data Platform with Azure, Terraform, GitOps
— Enabling the Business in 16 Weeks



CARESOURCE TAKING GOVERNMENT ASSISTED
HEALTHCARE TO THE NEXT LEVEL

CareSource has committed to making a move to the public cloud with its initial consumer

being the Modern Data Platform (MDP) program. The Modern Data Platform is a fully

cloud-based solution replacing the on-premises (on-prem) Enterprise Data Warehouse

(EDW) and many other siloed reporting databases and serves as the central hub for all data

needs across CareSource. Fully built, the platform will host and manage 40TB of data with

near real-time data movement supporting 700 to 1,000 users (Data Consumers, Data

Analysts, and Advanced Analysts), producing more than 1,500 pre-built reports,

dashboards, and visualizations.

Leveraging Azure will provide elastic scalability and access to a more modern suite of data

services. In addition to the MDP data services mentioned above, CareSource is taking this

opportunity to modernize its application (app) development and software delivery

practices, specifically focused on DevOps automation and infrastructure (infra)

automation via Infrastructure as Code (IaC).

CareSource brought in a small team of DevOps and delivery experts from Liatrio, who have

extensive experience modernizing delivery solutions, transforming existing delivery teams'

approach, especially with Azure cloud. Liatrio kicked off their CareSource engagement in

January 2021 to guide their journey to moving data to the public cloud.
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CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND OBJECTIVES

By the time Liatrio had begun partnering with CareSource, the MDP program had started

their efforts developing their platform and deploying the services to the cloud. Being their

first project built in a public cloud, their efforts were experimental in nature with a trial and

error approach. Nearly all configurations of Azure services, as well as application

deployments, were manual.

Infrastructure Challenges

Most of the Azure services and connections to extend from on-prem to the public cloud

were handcrafted. The only automation that existed was using the export/import approach

of Azure ARM templates. Liatrio’s point of view is to leverage Terraform over ARM

templates. In addition, the Infrastructure Team had the “We are not developers, we are

administrators” mentality.

DevOps Challenges

Another essential team we worked with was the DevOps Team. Their responsibility was to

provide and support Azure DevOps Server (TFS hosted on-prem) and to create

documentation for reusable pipelines for delivery teams. The DevOps Team’s approach to

delivery pipelines was to leverage Microsoft’s Classic UI instead of the pipeline as code

achieved via YAML.

One challenge Liatrio observed early on was the lack of an enablement approach that

would meet the delivery team engineers where they were at in terms of their experience

with DevOps ways of working and pipelines. In other words, the approach was “Build it,

and they will come” instead of Liatrio’s preferred method, “Teach them to fish.”

Furthermore, all of the delivery pipelines were hosted via TFS/Azure DevOps Server

on-prem; thus, there were no supported capabilities ready for cloud-based workloads. In

addition, Azure DevOps Services (ADOS) was not an approved standard for delivery teams

to leverage for managing the software development life cycle (SDLC) for cloud-based

products going to production.
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Application Delivery Challenges

The MDP Team had challenges that needed to be overcome to deliver the business

objectives successfully. The developers on the Data Engineering Team did not have a

solution for source controlling their Databricks notebook(s) or their Data Factory

pipelines. This caused a litany of problems, including developer collisions and overwriting

code changes.

Without an automated delivery pipeline, code deploys were all manual. The deployment

process was achieved by having engineers download the code to their laptops, log in to the

target subscription, and then upload the code to the new environment. Without a source

control solution and a controlled way to deliver code changes, deployments were very

infrequent (quarterly) and prone to error and rework. The process could take up to 5

business days to deploy code and stabilize the environment.

“This is the most successful engagement that I’ve been a part
of in my 20 years in IT.”

— Todd Mitchell, Senior Data Engineer, CareSource
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Cloud Platform Engineering Team

● Liatrio proposed a dedicated effort to prepare Infrastructure, DevOps, and MDP

application delivery for a solid foundation for moving to the cloud.

● Leverage the move to the cloud as an opportunity to modernize technology, ways

of working, and operating models.

● Liatrio recommended the creation of a newly formed Cloud Platform Engineering

Team with the purpose of bringing delivery expertise from Liatrio combined with

engineers from CareSource’s DevOps, Infrastructure, and MDP Delivery Teams to

design, build, and more importantly, enable MDP Delivery Teams on a new pattern

for high performing delivery on Azure.

DevOps Practice

● Uplift onboarding documentation to promote pipeline as code over UI-based

pipeline creation with a heavy focus on enablement.

● Implement and enable a GitOps approach to deployment for both application and

infrastructure. Collaborate with the Infrastructure Team to build an integrated

pipeline driven by a product deployment repository (repo) and infrastructure

manifest.

● Create a Service Catalog for self-service offerings for federated paths to

production, both DevOps and Infrastructure enablers.
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Infrastructure

● Build an Infrastructure as Code pipeline that is tightly integrated and lives in the

Application Team repository.

● Create a new enablement-focused operating model to build new and refining

existing paths to production and provide delivery teams options to self-service or

an immersive learning experience.

● Fully automate day one and day two operations to remove manual hand-off

and waits.

● Apply the newly learned pattern from working on the Cloud Platform Engineering

Team approach and technologies to extend further the usage of Azure services and

on-prem workloads.

Application Delivery

● Modernize application delivery practices via pair programming with the Cloud

Platform Engineering team. With a focus on, but not limited to the following:

○ Source control solution with a trunk-based branching strategy.

○ Full product ownership, including owning the pipeline and Terraform code

in addition to application code.

○ Ownership of application deployments and post-deployment

supporting activities.

○ Cloud Native design principles, more modular decoupled application.

Culture and Communication

● Promote higher utilization of persistent chat usage from both team members and

tooling. Implement ChatOps for pipeline notifications.

● Promote an “Everything as Code” culture where Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),

Platform as a Service (PaaS), applications, and acceptance criteria are expressed via

source code.

Enablement Focused Organization

● The DevOps and Infrastructure organization needs a heavier focus on customer

outcomes and customer enablement, promoting self-service adoption.

● Move from “Build it, and they will come” to the “Teach someone to fish” approach to

building products and services.
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IMPLEMENTATION

After a brief assessment and two proof of concepts (POC) to better understand the

CareSource IT organization, we began the engagement. We established the proposed

Cloud Platform Engineering Team to build and enable 16 Azure services in 16 weeks.

Infrastructure Approach

Liatrio’s approach to IaC is to leverage Terraform to create reusable modules that delivery

teams can consume to provide the product components. The infrastructure components

are described via a manifest in the delivery teams’ “Infrastructure Deploy” repo. Defining

the infrastructure in the deploy repo enables an organization to leverage a GitOps

approach to deploying infrastructure changes through the various environments and

ultimately to production. While this document will not delve into the details of GitOps,

Liatiro has successfully leveraged a GitOps approach to deployment for enabling more

rapid delivery of software at multiple Fortune 100 enterprises. Some key benefits of

GitOps include and are certainly not limited to the following:
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● Git becomes the source of truth for artifact versions for each environment.

● Environments are represented via a branch in Git.

● Deployment (releases) are triggered via a commit or pull request to a target branch.

● Provides a mechanism for decoupling application components and only deploying

components that have been modified.

● Deployment repo provides product boundaries for an application.

● GitOps lays the foundation for achieving continuous delivery to production and can

meet an organization where they are in terms of readiness for continuous delivery.
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Liatrio recommends Terraform (with Terragrunt) as the choice for IaC tooling. Below

outlines a few key reasons we prefer Terraform:

● Cross-platform and cross-service functionality can support infrastructure running

on-prem or in the various public cloud providers.

● Terraform can be used for producing Infrastructure as a Service and Platform as a

Service.

● Terraform is supported by a broad open source community with hundreds of

providers and thousands of modules.

● Terraform lays the foundation and skill set for attracting new talent and for

building a strong engineering culture.
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DevOps Pipelines

Given the MDP product was already deployed to production in Azure, albeit all manual in

nature, it was only logical to leverage Azure DevOps Services (ADOS), Microsoft’s fully

cloud PaaS offering in the cloud for SDLC management instead of the on-prem Azure

DevOps Service (TFS) solution.  Essentially this meant for MDP, all source code

management, delivery pipelines, and binary storage would be in the cloud as well. Liatrio

partnered with CareSource’s Information Security (InfoSec) team to gain approval to pilot

ADOS for MDP. The pilot was limited to the repos, pipeline, and artifact functionality.

Liatrio recommends the pipeline as code approach; for Azure, that means using the YAML

file format. We believe that the pipeline code should be treated with the same importance

as any other source code in the product team repo. The pipeline is supported by pipeline

templates that are built and maintained by the DevOps Platform Team.

We implemented the same GitOps approach used for the infra pipeline for application

deployment and promotion as well.

We have found that leveraging purpose-built containers are the best overall solution for

pipeline build agents. In short, containerizing build agents provides resilience and

scalability to meet enterprise-scale and for ease of long-term support. Though CareSource

was not yet ready to implement purpose-built self-hosted containers, Liatrio shared our

experience and approach for them to build when they are ready.
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To achieve containerized build agents in ADOS, we recommend an approach similar to the

architecture diagram below. A Packer Golden Image build pipeline is needed for both Linux

and Windows build agents. The images are backed via an ADOS pipeline and are

automatically triggered at code commit to the "main" branch. The Packer pipelines spin up

the VM images within the pipeline to run provisioning scripts, and InSpec tests to validate

results before saving the image to the Shared Image Gallery with a new image version/ID.

Deployment is achieved via a Terraform deployment pipeline. Terraform is applied from the

pipeline to provision the initial VM Scale Set. Then Terraform applies configuration

changes to update the image version in the VM Scale Set. The VM Scale Set Image ID is

updated and automatically pulls the required version from the Shared Image Gallery.
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Application Delivery

To support the MDP business objective, the team identified 16 Azure services that they

needed to support the new platform fully. At a very high level, here are the services that

the newly formed Cloud Platform Engineering Team created and enabled in just 16 weeks:

● Databricks

○ Infrastructure & Delivery Pipelines
● Azure Data Factory

○ Infrastructure & Delivery Pipelines
● Resource Groups
● VNet/Subnet configurations
● Data Lake Gen 2
● Azure Synapse Analytics
● Azure Functions

○ Infrastructure & Delivery Pipelines
● Logic Applications

○ Infrastructure & Delivery Pipelines
● Service Bus
● Application Services

○ Infrastructure & Delivery Pipelines
● Storage Accounts
● Azure SQL Server

○ Azure SQL Elastic Pool
○ Azure SQL Database

● Key Vault
● Log Analytics Workspace
● Application Insights
● Azure Monitor

In addition to building the automation, enablement was a key outcome for the effort.

Liatrio prides itself as being the best in the business to enable our customers to leverage

new technology.
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A Flash Build is a one or two day-long effort where people are brought together from

different disciplines and teams to focus on and solve technical problems in a working

collaborative session.  For this engagement, Liatrio provided a focused effort for all

developers on the Data Engineering Team with a hands-on approach to utilizing the newly

created infrastructure automation and application delivery pipelines. To ensure this was

successful, we needed dedicated support from the DevOps and Infrastructure Teams to

fully implement our automated solution for Data Factory and Databricks development. We

brought together an engineer from each area (DevOps and Infra) to work directly with

Liatrio and the entire CareSource Data Engineering Team to implement the automated

infrastructure and application pipelines. We achieved the following results from the

Flash Build:

● By the end of the session, every member of the Data Engineering Team was able to

run a basic build and deployment from Azure for Data Factory and Databricks.

● Use ADOS Pipelines and GitOps to build and deploy application code and

infrastructure changes instead of the previous approach of manual intervention

and copy/pasting of the notebook(s) and pipelines.

● Significantly reduce the deployment time of 1 week to 15 minutes.

● Migration of existing Data Factory pipeline and Databrick notebook(s) to the new

fully automated infrastructure managed by Terraform.

● Established and enabled a trunk-based branching strategy.

● Delivery Team via mob programming moved overall 29 Data Factory pipelines and

45 Databricks notebook(s) to a new CI/CD pipeline.

● Enabled GIT source control and Ticket Based Engineering practices.

● Project cleanup, refactoring, and naming standards updates.
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After the Flash Build, Liatrio executed embedded coaching to support the Data

Engineering Team and support further/reinforce new ways of working. As the name

implies, Liatrio dedicated an engineer to the Data Engineering Team.

BUSINESS OUTCOMES

We are proud of the results that were achieved with our partnership with CareSource.

There were many successes with this engagement, below are the most notable highlights:

● We established their first federated path to production utilizing Azure Cloud. This

new path can be used to utilize Azure services further. The approach to infra

automation could easily be applied to the existing on-prem workloads.

● Through the Flash Build and embedded coaching efforts, the Data Engineering

Team was able to deploy their code and infra to production independently.

● We established a Pipeline Producer/Consumer Operating Model to define the

interactions and roles of the DevOps and Infrastructure Platform Teams in support

of App Delivery Teams, in this case, MDP.

● Liatrio modeled new/modern ways of working for App Dev, DevOps, InfoSec, and

other teams.

Below are additional success metrics by the numbers:
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About Liatrio

Liatrio is a catalyst for change. We enable our customers to
deliver value faster and safer by empowering people, teams,
and organizations through modern DevOps practices and
Cloud Technologies.

We do this by bringing deep industry experience, engineering excitement,
and a vested interest in our customersʼ success — which becomes a
foundation for continuous improvement.

We embody and foster a culture of empathy, authenticity, and transparency.
We focus on delivery and always ensure that our talent brings passion and
excitement to our customers.

Our Core Capabilities
Enterprise DevOps
Transformation
Accelerate business results
and scale your organization
with a lean, value-driven
approach to so�ware
delivery and IT operations.

Cloud Native Delivery
Empower your teams to
build scalable apps in
dynamic environments and
make high-impact changes
frequently and predictably
with little toil.

Modern Platform
Engineering
Reliable applications are
built on modern self-service
platforms that reduce
engineering friction.

DevSecOps
Speed of delivery while
always staying safe and
secure in an automated way.
Remove untimely, manual,
last gate siloed approvals
and validations.






